TITLE 312 NATURAL RESOURCES COMMISSION

LSA Document #01-361

Under IC 4-22-2-23, the Natural Resources Commission intends to adopt a rule concerning the following:

OVERVIEW: Would add standards and procedures regarding the survey, registration, and protection of cemeteries and burial grounds. Provisions would be included for the submission and consideration of a development plan to erect, alter, or repair a structure located within 100 feet of a cemetery or burial ground not otherwise exempted. A standard of conduct would be implemented to govern the preparation and implementation of a development plan. Any other provisions may be included that are appropriate to the administration of P.L.46-2000 as amended by P.L.177-2001. (This “notice of intent” is directed to the same general subject matter as was the “notice of intent” published on September 1, 2000, as LSA Document #00-177.) Questions or comments concerning the proposed rules may be directed to the following telephone number: (317) 233-3322 or e-mail address: slucas@dnr.state.in.us. Statutory authority: IC 14-21-1-13.5; IC 14-21-1-31; IC 14-10-2-4.